
P- point

• P: Shakespeare presents the love between Hermia and Lysander to be 
strong and true.

• The point outlines your understanding of the text, linked to the 
question.

• Make sure this is a full sentence that makes a statement.

• The writer presents…

• The writer describes…

• At the beginning, the writer…



E- evidence

• E: For example, “I swear to thee, by Cupid's strongest bow,”

• The evidence makes reference to a certain section or idea within a 
text.

• Ideally, this should always be written as a quotation.

• For example, “…”

• This is described as, “…”

• He says: “…”



T- technique

• T: Shakespeare has used imagery to describe 
how strong their love is.

• The identification of technique looks at 
methods of construction, language or 
structure that the writer has chosen to use in 
the text.

• The writer uses:

Language                                           Structure

Adjective
Verb
Imagery
Characterisation
Simile
Metaphor
Extended metaphor
Symbolism
Personification
Onomatopoeia
Alliteration
Sibilance
Assonance
Plosive
Irony
Cliché
Rhetorical question
Anecdote
Statistics
Emotive language
Imperative
Hyperbole
Colloquial language

Minor sentence
Simple/short sentence
Compound sentence
Complex sentence
Act
Paragraph
Beginning
Middle
End
Noun phrase
Adverbial phrase
Prepositional phrase
Relative clause
Exclamation
Question
Ellipsis
Rule of three
List
Repetition
Juxtaposition
Enjambment
Caesura
Stanza



A- analysis

• A: This suggests that Hermia is swearing she will be honest to Lysander and that she will run away to 
marry him.

• A: The imagery of ‘Cupid’ links to the cherub of love and therefore highlights how their love is 
legitimate and traditional.

• A: Also, the use of the superlative ‘strongest’ emphasises how their love is resilient and suggests that, 
despite her father’s objections, it will last.

Explanation: What is the meaning of the quotation?
This suggests…
This implies…
This shows…

Effect on the audience: Why has it been chosen? 
What do they think or feel? How might they react?
This highlights…
This emphasises…
This is effective, because…
This would make an audience would feel…

• Analysis is the dissection of a quotation, idea or method:
• The first step of analysis will be an explanation of the 

meaning of the quotation, which shows your understanding 
of ideas.

• Exceeding and greater depth students should be able to 
develop layers of meaning in their analysis, so that their 
comments are detailed. This includes commenting on the 
effect of methods.

Analysis is the dissection of a 
quotation: explanation + effect.



L- link

• L: Shakespeare has chosen to present their love as strong to make an audience feel sympathy for 
them, as Hermia’s father is trying to make her marry Demetrius. This use of imagery convinces an 
audience that their love is worth fighting for and therefore we support their decision to run away.

• The link concludes that section of your argument, by linking back to the question.

• It can also develop another layer of meaning by linking to other parts of the text or the text’s 
historical context.

• For some questions, it could compare this idea or method with how it is presented in another 
text.

• This is significant, because…

• This links to…

• This develops the theme of…

• This is similar/different to…

Link to: the question, the historical 
context, another section of the text or 
comparison to another text.



PETAL in practice

• Write all sections of your PETAL paragraph together as one paragraph:

Shakespeare presents the love between Hermia and Lysander to be strong 
and true. For example, “I swear to thee, by Cupid's strongest bow,” 
Shakespeare has used imagery to describe how strong their love is. This 
suggests that Hermia is swearing she will be honest to Lysander and that she 
will run away to marry him. The imagery of ‘Cupid’ links to the cherub of love 
and therefore highlights how their love is legitimate and traditional. Also, the 
use of the superlative ‘strongest’ emphasises how their love is resilient and 
suggests that, despite her father’s objections, it will last. Shakespeare has 
chosen to present their love as strong to make an audience feel sympathy for 
them, as Hermia’s father is trying to make her marry Demetrius. This use of 
imagery convinces an audience that their love is worth fighting for and 
therefore we support their decision to run away.


